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Mission
Statement

The mission of the Town of New Castle Committee on Race,
Equity, and Inclusion is to build and sustain a community that is
racially, culturally, and socially integrated and inclusive, where
equity for all is the norm. The CREI’s mission is based in the belief
that a clear commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion is
paramount to the growth and health of our community. In
furtherance of this mission, we will promote a trusted environment
where we listen to, support, and learn from marginalized voices,
and create partnerships that will allow us to uniformly represent the
interests of all within our community, reflecting our shared ideals.

• Review and prioritization of previous CRE recommendations
• Newsletter spotlight on Juneteenth
• Statement with the Holocaust and Human Rights Committee
expressing solidarity with protestors in Iran

CREI Recent
Accomplishments

• Statement condemning prejudiced behavior in the New Castle
Committee after an incident in the Bank of America parking lot
• Community Day outreach
• Sponsorship of Taiko drumming group for the CPTA Diversity
Committee’s Fall Family Gathering event
• Co-sponsorship of the Hispanic heritage concert with the
Chappaqua library

CREI Current
Initiatives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation of previous CRE recommendations
Cultural calendar of holidays and events
Community-wide annual event starting in Spring 2023
Business and affinity group directory
Building additional partnerships
Flyers and social media presence
Recurring regular newsletter items
Continued updates for the Town Board

CRE
Recommendations
Review

CRE Business Recommendations
1. Update the Town of New Castle procurement policy & procedures to include guidelines that allow the
participation for BIPOC & Women owned services in the bidding process
2. Utilize Chappaqua Farmers Market as a pop-up marketplace for BIPOC & Women owned businesses
3. Develop “Chappaqua Hub” with a clear mission to act as a liaison between landlords, Town Administration,
and BIPOC & Women owned businesses
4. Expand the current cultural events roster for the Town of New Castle by offering Art, Music, and Culturally
Diverse Cuisine
5. Create town video of the beautiful New Castle hamlet. Showcasing restaurants, shops, parks and recreation.
Use video as a social media, Town Newsletter, and local magazines tool to promote New Castle tourism
6. Promote interesting programs such as Chappaqua Scavenger Hunt, Shop Around Town, and Spend a Day in
Chappaqua to increase tourism
7. Create opportunities for BIPOC brick and mortar shops and restaurants

Business Priorities
•

The CREI encourages the Town Board to update the Town of New
Castle procurement policy and procedures to include guidelines that
promote the participation of BIPOC- and women-owned services in
the bidding process. The Town Board will work closely with legal
counsel to ensure the guideline is legal and does not compromise the
quality of products and services to the town.

• The CREI will prioritize collaborating with the Chappaqua Farmers

Market as a pop-up marketplace for BIPOC- and women-owned
businesses. The CREI will approach the chamber of commerce to
create a volunteer advocacy group to encourage BIPOC and womenowned businesses in New Castle.

CRE Communication Recommendations
1. Anti-racism handbook: Each chapter devoted to a word relating to racism. Communicate complexity of
racism, educate the reader about racism's more nuanced aspects and encourage self-reflection. Publish
book online and also distribute hard copies. Possible handbook for children ages 6-12.
2. Newsletter: Distribute hard copies and e-news letter to educate the community about CRE activities,
educate community about anti racism, give voice to BIPOC community and those engaged in anti racism
activities. E-newsletter and quarterly hardcopy newsletter.
3. Social Media: Use it as a tool for communication, organizing and effort to transform or interrupt cultural
racism by reaching out to the New Castle community and beyond building relationships, sharing
information and educating the community. Streamline the process-content, editing, approval, design and
uploading for faster turnout.

Communication Priorities
•

The CREI will pursue the recommendation to produce content to be
included in the Town of New Castle newsletter, giving a wide range
of voices to the BIPOC community in New Castle and to those who
build bridges to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion.

• The CREI will also pursue the recommendation to build a social
media presence to reach out to the New Castle community and
beyond to share information and advocate for the BIPOC
community.

CRE Education Recommendations
1.

Inclusive language K-12. Reevaluate use of term African American
versus Black.

9.

Implement "Challenge Days" as set of activities challenging students
to examine topics of race and discrimination.

2.

Require CCSD employees to include gender pronouns in all school
emails and communications to parents.

10. Foster in-school race-based affinity groups for BIPOC students.

3.

CCSD employee photos in staff directory to encourage
parent/teacher relationships.

11. Blind grading; anonymizing all exams and assignments to eliminate
implicit bias; remove names and digitize assignments to avoid
identification based on handwriting.

4.

CCSD to hire a team of DEI facilitators to support Director of Equity,
Inclusion and Wellness.

12. Develop more extensive application and more training for Peer
Leadership to better manage bias, discrimination and mental health.

5.

Staff implicit bias professional learning.

13. BIPOC peer leadership recruitment.

6.

DEI events for students and parents throughout school year.

7.

Expand Unity Day to Middle School.

14. BIPOC peer leadership pairing. Give BIPOC students option to be
assigned to BIPOC peer mentors.

8.

Additional restorative justice practices in Code of Conduct.

15. BOE committee to have BIPOC student representatives.

CRE Education Recommendations
16. Introduce student awards named after accomplished BIPOC
academic achievers and leaders.
17. Implement BIPOC biography presentations around BIPOC historical
figures in multiple disciplines.
18. Participate in biliteracy program and introduce benchmark language
attainment awards and put official seal on diplomas.

26. Training for all substitutes on racial literacy and cultural competency.
27. Recruit BIPOC student teachers.
28. Form Staff and Faculty of Color affinity groups.
29. Establish anonymous notification system to inform parents of
incidents of discrimination and harassment.

19. Indigenous peoples land acknowledgement.
20. Apply multicultural lens to curriculum.
21. Add Ethnic Studies course offerings.
22. Create BIPOC alumni network.
23. Appoint student representative to serve on BOE.
24. Edit Student Code of Conduct and policies to emphasize CCSD
commitment to diversity and equity.
25. Publicly release non-identifiable annual data on disciplinary decisions
regarding use of slurs and defamatory incidents.

30. Administrators as teachers: have principals, assistant principals, and
administrators teach, co-teach and participate in classes every
semester.
31. Cultivate meaningful relationships between principals, AP's and
students by facilitation of small group conversations to support
friendly environment.
32. Community building exercise: students, faculty and staff to write
anonymous letters in last week of school to unknown member with
whom they will share building with the following year.

Education Priorities
•

A significant number of the previous CRE recommendations around education
fall under the purview of the CCSD, and many have been addressed in
discussions prior to this committee’s formation.

• The CREI will focus on sharing information with the community to promote

equity and inclusion through newsletter items and giving voice to the BIPOC
community. The committee will also expand our social media presence as a
tool for communication, education, and organizing, recognizing that this will
require a dedicated team of volunteers to keep content current and ensure
effective outreach.
• The CREI will revisit the concept of an anti-racism handbook, reviewing

existing material and refining the intended audience.

CRE Events Recommendations
1.
2.

3.
4.

2020 Virtual Event: Virtual Internship & Community Service Fair; Cooking with Q; and Community Sing
2021 Live Event: Community-Wide Festival that:
• Brings the CRE pillars to life
• Interactive, age-appropriate activities and workshops
• Appeals to families, students and individuals
• Helps us move towards an anti-racist lifestyle
Timing: One or Two Days in Spring or Fall 2021
Press & Marketing
• Brand Positioning: Position Town of New Castle as a community that welcomes, supports and celebrates BIPOC families, and is
•
•
•
•
•

committed to building an anti-racist and racially equitable environment.
Press: Leverage town’s PR team to generate pre- and post-event press, including broadcast, print, digital and influencer pickup
Marketing:
Outdoor: Light Street Banners, S. Greeley Street Banner, Lawn Signs, Triangle Sign, Flyers
Digital: Social Media Posts/Ads, Influencers, Editorial, etc.
Print: Edit pickup, local ads

CRE Events Recommendations
5.
6.
7.

Local Business CRE Training/Workshop
Social Media Wall
Objective:
• Increase positive imagery & visual town support of racial equality among community members
8. Strategy:
• Provide an interactive and exciting new attraction for students, families and individuals
• Create a positive moment that becomes viral through social media
9. Activations
10. Town Partner: Ossining and Mt Kisco Cross-Promotions (e.g. guest choir, chef cooking demo, artist, etc.)
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Library: Storytimes, Kids Crafts, Book Club
Parks & Rec: Story Walk
Store Displays: Hero Book Displays, featured BIPOC designer
Inter-Faith Org: BIPOC Guest Speakers, Music Guests, Exhibits
Food Establishments: Dish Specials with Historical/Heritage Reference
Arts & Culture: Performers, Films, Artists

CRE Events Recommendations
17. Town Proclamation Promotion
•
Maplewood created a proclamation to kick off each awareness month, which was read at their town meeting
•
New Castle may need to involve more of the community to get investment and excitement started for each awareness month.
•
For example: read proclamation in front of town hall, invite local electeds, Girl & Boy Scouts, school chorus to preform, etc.
18. Incentivize Participation: High & Middle Schoolers
19. Unity Gardens/Gardening Space: New families moving into 54 Hunts Place can have an opportunity to garden using the Unity Gardens
20. Workgroup Goal: Identify existing events & programs in the community which could benefit from a racial equity lens & CRE support
21. Identified Events & Programs
•
Chappaqua Book Festival
•
•
•

Chappaqua Craft & Gift Fair
Chappaqua School Foundation
Art Around Town (new event for 2020 proposed)

Events Priorities
• The CREI will organize an annual event in the spring that celebrates diversity,

equity, and inclusion. The event will be modeled after Community Day,
bringing together our diverse cultures and promoting unity among New Castle
residents. The CREI will work with the Town Board to encourage private and
business sponsorships, so that the community will take ownership of the
event and it will lessen the budgetary burden on local residents.
• The CREI has worked with Town Library and PTA to co-sponsor events to

promote race, equity, and inclusion. The CREI will continue the efforts to
welcome diverse businesses and residents.

CRE Housing Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Implement the Form Based Code (increase affordable housing required in FBC from 10% to 15%)
Incorporate Multilingual Signs throughout the town
Provide training opportunities for realtors regarding implicit bias and promote racial diversity
Assist with targeted advertising to underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in real estate
Mystery shopper to assess real estate trends and strategies
Committee to ensure no special permits are issued under the FBC and practical problems faced by the
residents such as lack of generators/Wi-Fi issues to be considered before construction approval to help
ensure equal access and social equity
7. Town Pool. A Community pool will promote gathering of NC residents with diverse backgrounds. Private
clubs may be cost prohibitive, and having a town pool will allow NC to serve a diverse community (Ex:
North Castle Town Pool)

CRE Housing Recommendations
8. Current private pool clubs to allow non-bond holding family membership at a reduced rate to allow
residents with limited resources to take advantage of local pools
9. Create liaison group to share ideas and open channel of communications with state/federal lawmaker
10. Town Planner/Staff to hold monthly open session via zoom for community discussion and Q & A
11. Creation of Housing & Planning committee to review existing zoning code, recommend updates and
support affordable housing planning in NC
12. Implementation of Planned and Scheduled Review and Revision of FBC to ensure new voices and new
ideas are heard and continued engagement of town
13. Creation of Affordable Housing Trust/Fund to provide different avenues to donate and/or dispose
property and raise funds; utilization of the funds to be specified for affordable housing.
14. Create a new town position or agency dedicated to CRE issues including housing and planning in order
to further its work on diversity and inclusion; solidify town’s long-term commitment to the cause

CRE Housing Recommendations
15. Free busing for Town Recreation activities for qualified students to ensure town sports and activities are
enjoyed by diverse group of residents (many programs already offer busing for nominal fees through
town)
16. Allowance of homes in excess of 4,000 sq ft and 4 acres to by right transform into two family homes
17. Removal of limitation of size of accessory units to 1,000 sq. ft to allow SFH to have rental units
18. Town webpage update to include and specify information regarding residential ADA/Age in place, local
business compliance
19. Workshops for commercial property and store owners to ensure ADA compliance
20. Placement of signs or historical markers to indicate historical context to NC land and the role of BIPOC
residents
21. Review and Update Part II General Legislation Ch78 Housing Discrimination to include protection for
Age, Gender Identity, Handicapped, Service in the US Armed Forces, Sex, Sexual Orientation or Victims
of Domestic Abuse.

Housing Priorities
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to consider affordable housing as a priority.

The CREI will not specify a percentage. The criterion is that the Town Board will
create a program that successfully integrates residents of affordable housing into a
welcoming community. The CREI believes the Town Board needs to be given the
flexibility to find appropriate tool(s) to satisfy the needs for affordable housing.
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to consider incorporating the idea behind the

recommendation of multilingual signs throughout the town by exploring
alternatives that can be easily implemented. For example, the Town could provide
options to incorporate multilingual messages on digital signs or in digital messages
when the context is appropriate.

Housing Priorities
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to consider creating a Town pool, if an

appropriate opportunity arises, or purchasing an existing club to fulfill this function.
The Town pool could be an excellent addition to the community, if it does not place
substantial tax burdens on residents and does not hurt existing private pool clubs.
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to establish channels of communications with

state/federal lawmakers, so that the Town Board can effectively advocate for New
Castle communities regarding housing and other issues.
• The CREI encourages the Town Planner/staff to host open sessions via zoom for

community discussion and Q&A on an as-needed basis. The open sessions will be
an opportunity for the community to provide suggestions and ideas to Town
Planners regarding zoning codes and affordable housing planning in New Castle.

Housing Priorities
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to work closely with EPIC (empowering people for
inclusive communities) on Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) issues, and the CREI will
be a close ally when needed.
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to work closely with the Historical Society to create
an online interactive map of New Castle that shows landmarks of the town, their
historical context, and contribution by BIPOC residents, to be included on the Town
website.
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to review and update Part II General Legislation
CH78 housing discrimination to expand the protection, if it is not legally redundant and
does not deemphasize the protection based on race.
• The CREI encourages the Town Board to talk to the community and collect data to find
out if there are opportunities of substantial private donations for creating a donation
trust that supports low-income housing.

CRE Outreach Recommendations
1. Revision of Town website to be more diverse and inclusive
2. Plan a new look/feel for the town website
3. Have a dedicated staff to maintain and keep the town websites updated and current (including
chappaqua.com), and manage comments, etc.
4. There should be a corresponding site for Millwood as discoverchappaqua.com
5. Neighborhood Pod to enhance the safety and well-being of all residents, primarily BIPOC families. This
would include a CRE Neighborhood Pod Toolkit with instructions for residents to create an official pod,
obtain training and link with CREI
6. Create Newcomers Club of New Castle to provide a means to obtain information of new residents
7. School Ambassadors, to work in tandem with the Education team in welcoming new BIPOC
families/students and serve as liaison for current BIPOC students

CRE Outreach Recommendations
8. Establish outreach booth at Chappaqua Farmers Market on Saturdays
9. Devise some metric to calculate the number of site visitors and new site visitors; what pages were
visited (CRE, new residents page, religious organizations page)
10. Create a permanent CRE office
11. Participate in organizing events throughout the year, including but not limited to Community Day,
Farmers Market, annual book fair (BIPOC authors). Also, partnering with the library and other groups for
additional events at the library or the Chappaqua PAC, among others
12. Have annual events for new families, such as international food dinners, picnics, music, etc.
13. Amend the town website to add a section for new residents containing all of the information they will
need, a directory of BIPOC-owned businesses, and resources for children and teens.

Outreach Recommendations
• The

CREI will pursue the recommendation to revise the Town website to be
more diverse and inclusive, with a corresponding suggestion that the Town
allocate dedicated staff to manage this effort, as ongoing maintenance and
updates will be required. Revisions would aim to elevate visibility of the CREI’s
work on the homepage, as well as including a section for new residents,
featuring a directory of BIPOC-owned businesses and highlighting resources
available for children and teens.

• The

committee will also prioritize community outreach by maintaining a
presence at events where New Castle residents regularly gather, such as
Community Day and the Farmer’s Market, with the goal of sharing
information about committee initiatives and events and inviting participation
from residents.

Outreach Recommendations
• The

CREI has established a connection with the Chappaqua Library and looks
forward to partnering with them to bring relevant speakers and events to the
community. We will seek additional opportunities for similar partnerships that
will take advantage of Town resources such as the Chappaqua Performing Arts
Center.

• Finally,

we look forward to establishing annual events celebrating New Castle
residents’ diverse backgrounds and experiences, including the planned annual
spring festival.

CRE Partnerships Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sponsor healthcare seminars for BIPOC community and create an annual Health and Wellness day
Co-sponsor Health Care Provider (HCP) training in issues that impact the BIPOC community
Create a resource list of BIPOC health care providers, BIPOC health organizations, among others
Fund local organization for patient access to healthcare and HCP training
Create a mechanism that would provide a medical professional to respond to calls pertaining to mental
health and other medical issues, in lieu of a police response
6. Create a booklet describing and celebrating all faiths in our community, including religious celebrations,
participation information, and ancillary services offered by the interfaith community
7. Hold monthly or periodic interfaith gatherings to share experiences, pray together and create
relationships among those of difference faiths

CRE Partnerships Recommendations
8. Hold a seminar on environmental justice and its relationship to racism.
9. Partner with organizations like Neighbors Link to educated workers on environmental hazards in the
course of their jobs
10. Create partnerships with local environmental, conservation and other social justice organizations and
policy makers to collect ideas and collaborate on environmental justice initiatives
11. Conduct periodic testing of site, air, and noise quality for environmental hazards
12. Create a Police Chief's Advisory Board, to include some members from CRE, to bring any BIPOC issues to
light that pertain to law enforcement
13. Participate in the Governor's Police Reform Task Force
14. To allow access to a police officer's misconduct history

Partnerships Priorities
• Healthcare: The CREI will explore the potential for healthcare seminars directed

toward BIPOC communities. The committee will also reach out to healthcare
provider networks to determine whether training on issues that impact the BIPOC
community exists. Finally, the CREI will create a resource list of BIPOC healthcare
providers and healthcare-focused organizations.
• Interfaith connections: The CREI will coordinate periodic, potentially seasonal,

interfaith gatherings, where individuals of different faiths can share experiences,
pray together and establish mutually supportive relationships.
• Law enforcement: The CREI supports open communication on issues that the

BIPOC community may face related to law enforcement and would like to learn
more about the platform or representatives currently available to raise these issues
with the New Castle police.

Partnerships Priorities
• Environmental racial justice: The CREI will coordinate to offer a presentation on

environmental racial justice to the community to provide critical context to
discussions around development and other oft-raised town debates.
In recognition that BIPOC workers constitute the majority of the workforce in
trades that pose particular environmental hazards, the CREI will determine what
educational resources are available through local non-profit organizations and will
seek to enhance the same if gaps are identified.
Finally, the CREI will encourage the Town to to conduct periodic testing to ensure a
safe environment at low-income housing sites.

CRE Town Administration Recommendations
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Metrics & Transparency: Implement policy of collecting, maintaining and publishing racial demographic of Town committees and
boards.
Anti-racism and white supremacy training: Expand training beyond anti-harassment and anti-violence to include Anti-racism and
white supremacy training for the town employees and administration, as well as volunteer and statutory board members
Town of New Castle DE&I Strategic Plan: Develop a Town of New Castle DE&I strategic plan and annual strategic planning process
(broaden to include town committees and commissions)
Retain paid part-time employee to serve as equity officer: To have a town employee specifically dedicated to monitor compliance
with all DE&I initiatives to be implemented in town, including without limitation, new Anti-racist training and monitoring compliance
with procurement policy (which will be amended to include a BIPOC preference). This individual can also collect any unlawful
discrimination complaints from employees and community with resolution strategies (serving as the BIPOC safe space).
We recommend the Town of New Castle set a DE&I maturity ambition of ‘Strategic’ (see next page). Setting a DE&I ambition will
define a current state-future state gap that will need to be closed.
Workplace climate: Conduct an employee engagement/climate survey and develop an action plan to respond to the findings
Workforce recruiting: Implement best practices (update job applications to include voluntary request to self identify) to attract and
recruit qualified and diverse talent (e.g. job descriptions, ads) for administrative, managerial and non-civil service positions

CRE Town Administration Recommendations
8.

Town Website: Statutory and Town Boards: Increase information provided to all residents about statutory and voluntary town boards.
Keep town website updated, increase circulation of Town Newsletter (i.e. have link on town website to sign up for Town Newsletter),
post any town committee or board openings in the town Newsletter & Social Media pages, post openings on CRE social media, using
the Town Newsletter email list do a direct email blast for any town board or committee openings.
9. Application Form Update: Include Demographics: Update board/committee application form to include voluntary request for
demographic info on application and equal opportunity statement.
10. Maintain Interested Resident List: Maintain a list of residents expressing interest on town boards/committees (email); when vacancy
occurs; additional direct email outreach to them.
11. Board Vacancy notification and selection process: Implement policy requiring boards to post every vacancy, and with every posting a
statement encouraging BIPOC and women to apply; required screening of all applicants expressing interest
12. Statutory and Volunteer Board Term Limits: Engage Town Attorney to review amendment to governing documents of Town
Boards/Committees to impose term limits on statutory and voluntary boards; 2 consecutive terms for boards/committees with 3+
year terms, 3 consecutive terms for voluntary boards with 2 year term or less (can reapply again)
13. Engage town attorney to explore reducing the terms of the statutory boards to no more than 3 years.

CRE Town Administration Recommendations
14. Improving conditions for participation in committees/boards: Make better use of technology, such as Zoom calls for all Town
Committees and Boards, as an alternative to attending in person meetings. Also the Town committees and board aim to create
meeting conditions that will enable more people in town to participate, such as limiting the length of meeting times and schedule
meetings at times when a maximum number of people can participate.
15. BIPOC Participation Rate Goal in Statutory and Volunteer Boards: Engage Town attorney to review feasibility of instituting affirmative
action resolution to increase total qualified BIPOC serving on boards of boards/committees with goal of achieving 10% BIPOC
representation
16. Political Parties Statement of Unity Promoting BIPOC Participation: Encourage nominating committees to issue a unity/affirmative
action statement setting forth its commitment to equity and inclusion and encouraging BIPOC and women to increase their
participation on the committees.
17. Employee Policy Handbook Language: Edit to use gender neutral language and broaden language to be more inclusive
18. Review and Modify Appearance Policy: Evaluate ability to modify Personal Appearance question on Town Employee Evaluation (union
and non-union) so not as subjective; if there is a town dress code for union/non-union employee can simply ask whether employee
complies with same (if no dress code should be implemented so no ambiguity as to appropriateness)
19. Land Acknowledgment Statement: We recommend that the Town create a Land Acknowledgment Statement which is a formal
statement presented at the beginning of public events and gatherings that recognizes and honors Indigenous Peoples as traditional
stewards of the land.

Town Administration Priorities
• The CREI recommends that the Town create a strategic plan to promote and expand
diversity, equity and inclusion in the New Castle community, with a defined timeline and
goal to foster a culture of belonging. The CREI would support the Town Board and
administration in setting a vision and creating an implementation plan.
• The CREI will also advocate for race, equity, and inclusion training as a complement to
existing anti-harassment and anti-violence training for town employees and
administration, as well as volunteer and statutory board members. This training should
include consideration of bias in the hiring process, with an emphasis on expanding the
potential hiring pool rather than looking to current employees’ immediate networks to
hire. The CREI believes these are crucial steps in a necessary effort to make the Town
administration a more inviting environment for BIPOC applicants.
• The CREI will encourage the Town to clearly state and reiterate a commitment to diverse
representation within the administration and on committees and statutory boards.

Town Administration Priorities
• Where diversity and inclusion issues arise in the workplace within the Town, the
committee members offer themselves as a resource available to administrative
employees, as well as to committee and statutory board members. The CREI encourages
the Town to consider conducting an employee engagement/climate survey and
developing an action plan to respond to the findings.
• The CREI recommends that the Town review the language used in the Employee Policy
Handbook to ensure gender neutral and inclusive terms are used. We encourage this
expansive approach to crafting all town policymaking and communications.
• Finally, the CREI recommends that the Town create a Land Acknowledgment Statement
recognizing and honoring indigenous peoples as traditional stewards of the land,
determining a framework for the statement’s use with the CREI’s assistance if needed.

Appendix

